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Simply
sustainable

Bluestart®

BlueStart® technology in Cerabase 
facilitates significant energy savings as 
only cold water flows when the lever is in 
the central position.

Water Saving Eco flow regulator
Cerabase basin mixers are equipped 
with either 5 l/min or 3.85 l/min aerators, 
which allows you to save water without 
compromising on the experience.

Cerabase mixers can be retrofitted with a range of 
aerator inserts that further reduce the flow rate to 
1.3, 1.9 or 3.0 l/min to meet LEED, BREEAM, or other 
environmental requirements.
(Only available for selected models; need to be 
purchased separately)
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100% brass 
waste recycling

Water-savingEnergy-saving

Zero plastic 
bags

Greener
packaging

Waste Management
& Recycling

We removed all plastic bags from the 
Cerabase packaging. 

100% of Cerabase brass waste 
material coming from the grinding and 
machining process gets recycled and 
reused to produce new taps.
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FirmaFlow®

Cartridge

Engineered
to last

Cerabase fittings are equipped with our 
durable and long-lasting FirmaFlow® 
cartridge which lasts for 500.000 use cycles, 
that is far above the European standard.

We pioneered the ceramic disc cartridge in 
1969 and this innovation redefined the way 
people used bathrooms and made it possible 
to create the single lever tap. 

As the ultimate development of the original 
ceramic disk cartridge, some 50 years on, 
FirmaFlow® is undisputed market leader with 
its innovative engineering and extraordinary 
powers of durability, comfort and control.

use cycles, far above the 
European standard

10 - 15 years of 
daily use

heat 
resistant

500.000+

95°

10 - 15 years
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Smart benefits

Ea
sy

Fix

Lightm
ove

SmartShine

IdealComfort

Installation couldn’t be easier with our EasyFix 
system, which cuts installation time by up to 30%.

The exceptional quality of the chrome finish makes 
our taps more resistant to scratches and easier to 
clean, offering you years of enjoyment.

Made in EU

LightMove® technology ensures an effortless, smooth and 
precise adjustment of water flow and temperature.

We want you to feel as confident as we are in our 
products, which is why we offer you our 5 year 
guarantee.

EasyFix

SmartShine German engineering 

LightMove®

Warranty
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Easy-to-grip, 
angled handle

Smooth design 
for easy cleaning

Less visible 
aerator

Slender shape for a 
contemporary look

Design features
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Mini basin mixer - 60mm

Basin mixers

Bath Fillers & Bath Shower Mixers

Single Lever Bath Shower 
Mixer with Shower Set

Basin mixer - 80mm Basin mixer - 80mm, with click 
waste & Bluestart® Technology

Dual Control Bath Filler Dual Control Bath Shower 
Mixer with Shower Set

Single Lever Bath Filler

Range overview
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